glacial movement measured to determine direction of glacial movement. The water was blocked by the ice sheet to the Northwest, forming the southeast section. Several were identified deltas are labelled. The current elevation of these delta features were dropped in a field as a probe that consists of organic material on the top of lake sediments.

Figure 4:

Deltas in western section have eroded away to reveal eskers, showing that the eskers were deposited under glacial ice before stream tributaries formed the deltas. An erratic that was used to estimate the previous shoreline elevation of the lake (216 m or 709 feet). The water was blocked by the ice sheet to the Northwest, forming the southeast section. Several were identified deltas are labelled. The current elevation of these delta features were dropped in a field as a probe that consists of organic material on the top of lake sediments.

Figure 5:

Extent of Glacial Lake Mansfield 2 within the mapping area. Figure 6:

There are many streams closer to West-East and represents a time when the glacier was retreating through valley and Huntington River valley, respectively. The lake sediment layer above the glacial till layer suggests that the lake formed after the glaciers had already retreated.

Methods

Surficial Geologic Map and Cross-Sections

Introduction
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